



Academic Achievement Program 
Chapter and Individual Goal Setting 

Time commitment: approx. 90 minutes 

Background Information: 
Goal setting is crucial when striving for academic success. This program allows for 
academic growth on both the individual level as well as the chapter level as by enabling 
each member to support one another in setting and achieving their goals. the results of 
this program should increase the ability of any chapter participating to strengthen their 
internal Academic Achievement Plan.  

Learning Outcomes:  
- Upon completion of this program, the chapter members should be able to:  
- Understand how their individual success contributes to both their chapters success as 

well as the College Panhellenic Council’s success.  
- Adjust their personal study habits based on their strengths and weaknesses.  
- Assess their own academic performance in relation to the performance of their 

chapter.  
- Set and achieve academic goals for the upcoming semester and the remainder of 

their time on Texas Tech’s campus.  

Materials Needed: 
- White copy paper 
- Pens, markers, and/or crayons 
- Two Post It Note colors - (yellow and blue)  
- Large blank wall/board  
- Poster for goals 

Facilitator Preparation:  
- Obtain materials needed. 
- Review script.  



Academic Achievement Program 
Chapter and Individual Goal Setting 

** FACILITATOR SCRIPT ** 

Introduction:  
Hi everyone, my name is    and I am the Director of Academics and 
Scholarship for the College Panhellenic Council. For those of you who don’t know, my 
job is help each and every one of you achieve academic success and make sure that our 
community celebrates your hard work.  

The goal of this program is to help ensure that you can personally achieve academic 
success and by doing so you increase your chapter’s success as well. Hopefully upon 
completion, you will understand more about your study habits and be able to set and 
reach academic goals individually and as a chapter. 

One of the main things I want you to think about as we progress through the program 
today is why you have chosen to attend college and pursue a degree. As you know, one 
of the most important pillars of membership within your chapter is scholarship, but with 
philanthropy, social events, recruitment, and everything else you have going on it is 
easy to let one or more slip trough the cracks. 

Individual Goal Setting: 
The first activity we are going to do is rather simple. Notice there are stacks of paper 
and pens/marker/crayons on the table in you are seated at. Please take one piece of 
paper and draw two circles of equal size, large enough to write in and around. They 
should look like these (hold up example). While doing so take the time to silently reflect 
on what you prioritize most on a daily basis. What do you prioritize least? Essentially, 
how do you spend your time each day? 

For the next 5 minutes, use one of your circles to create a pie chart. Designate each 
portion according to the priorities you just thought of. Be as honest as possible and 
keep in mind that you do need to utilize the entire chart but it can contain as many 
slices as you deem necessary. Label this circle “current priorities”.  

Allow 5 minutes for completion - more time can be allotted if needed. 

Reflection on first portion:  
Q1 - What was difficult about this exercise (pause for responses) what was easy? 
Q2 - Are you surprised by how you spend your time on a daily basis? 
Q3 - Did you place academics, class, or studying on your pie chart? 
Q4 - Do your priorities need to be adjusted? 



Now that you can visualize what your current priorities are, label your next circle 
“proposed priorities”. Utilize the next 5 minutes by using this circle to do the same thing 
as before but create your pie chart in a way that will encourage academic success. 
Maybe consider cutting down on time spent on social media or Netflix, and add in time 
studying with sisters, or attending tutoring. 

Allow 5 minutes for completion - more time can be allotted if needed. 

Reflection on second portion:  
Q1 - Compare your two pie charts, what is different and why? 
Q2 - Do you believe your “proposed priorities” are attainable and why? 
Q3 - What can you do to ensure that you stick to your “proposed priorities” as opposed 
continuing with your “current priorities”? 

Hang on to these pie charts as a reminder that just cutting the time you spend on social 
media or social activities in half can increase the amount of time you have to better 
prepare yourself for your classes.  

Now that you can visualize where your priorities are now and where they need to be we 
can start setting goals to get you to that point.  
Q1 - How many of you initially prioritized academics?  
Q2 - How many of you feel like prioritizing academics is important? 
Q3 - How many of you currently have clearly defined academic goals? 

Grab another sheet of paper and a writing utensil. For the next 5 to 10 minutes, silently 
reflect on these next few questions and write down all of your academic goals for not 
only this semester, but the remainder of college. 
Q1 - What is academic success? 
Q2 - How will you achieve academic success? 
Q3 - What can being successful in college do for your life? 

Allow 5 to 10 minutes for completion. 

Q1 - Would anyone like to share a goal? (If no one raises there hand, begin calling on 
people)  
Q2 - Does anyone want to share their personal idea of what academic success is? (If no 
one raises there hand, begin calling on people) 
Q3 - How many of you heard someone’s goal and had the same thing written for 
yourself? 



Chapter Goal Setting:  
We have now seen what our own personal habits look like and set goals for ourselves 
and we have also seen that we are surrounded by sisters sharing the same obstacles 
and goals. The easiest way to achieve your own version of success is to utilize all of 
your resources. Your chapter is one of the most easily accessible resources on this 
campus and can be the best support system, but you are your chapter. By this I mean 
that your ability to succeed is directly related to your chapters ability to succeed.  

For this next activity, I am going to ask that you take one sticky note in each color from 
the stack in front of you. On the blue sticky note, write what you think your biggest 
academic strength is on the front, then write your name on the back and place it on 
side of the wall labeled “strengths”. Then, on the yellow sticky note, write your biggest 
academic weakness on the front, then write your name on the back and place it on top 
of another sister’s strength and take it to your seat without reading the name.  

Once everyone is seated flip over the sticky notes and relocate to sit with the sister or 
sisters that are your new resources.  

Allow time for relocation 

As you can see, working together not only makes you stronger as a chapter, but it 
allows each of you to turn some of your time spent socializing into time spent learning 
with another sister. You just found one or two women in your chapter alone who can 
help combat what you think your greatest academic weakness is, and hopefully you can 
also see how many others are in the same boat.  

Lastly, lets take a look at where our chapter stands academically on this campus. 

Present chapter academic information to members. 

Now that you have all seen where you stand and where your chapter stands, let’s set 
some chapter goals together. (write responses on poster)  

Q1 - What goals should we achieve this semester? 
Q2 - What goals should we achieve this year? 
Q3 - How are we going to achieve them? 

Closing Remarks:  
Now that I have asked you a rather long list of questions, do any of you have any 
questions about what we did today?  

Allow time to answer any questions asked.  



As we come to a close I am going to walk around and provide each of you with a list of 
on campus resources that can help you achieve academic excellence, please take some 
time to reflect on everything you have accomplished and all of the goals you have set 
for the future.  

Thank you for all of your cooperation today, I sincerely hope you have each gotten 
something out of this experience, I look forward to seeing all of your success this 
semester, and as always please do not hesitate to reach out to me at any point for 
anything academic related!


